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The importance of motor insurance as a main line of activity 

by 

Dr~ M. Ha bi b..,.Ma,kar 

In recent :years the number of,motor vehicles in developing countries 
has increased· tremendously. A mere look at the street_s of· l3angkok, Bonibay 
or Manila, al'i:d the eternal traffic jams confirms· and highlight·s the ever
increasing role.of motor transport in the everyday life. 

The ·growth of the number of cars is.'caused.by a variety 'df factors 
which may differ from one country to another, but on tha whole those factors 
derive from greater productivitJr, ~he expansion of ,human and technical 
resources, the improvement of the standard of living, the increasing trend 
of urbanisatio:q. and. the resulting mass migration to the cities, and fin:ally 
the emergence of' a leisure-oriented way of life in which a.private motor.car 
plays a pivot.a], role. 

The na tioria.l reports ~n motor insurance which you were asked to presen.t 
this week will undoubtdly shed some light on the significance of motorisation 
in your countries and on -its impact on the daily. life of your"own people • 

..,.. 
. Initially., the increased rate of motorisation helped development effor.tfi!-, 

and facilitated the transpqrt of people, marchandise and.equipment, but' did 
not fail to.produce its· heavy toll of road accidents in which people are 
killed or injured and in: which property is damaged. Sta tistic·s whidh ·will. 
be cited i:q. yoµr report's. wiJ.,1 rev~.!;l-1 a. qommon :i;>henQmenon of a sharp rise 
in the number of motor accidents causing human tragedies and large financial 
losses. Needless to say the human tragedies cannot be evaluated in terms 
of money, but for financial losses it may be sufficient to give_ the example 
of several developing countries in whfch these losses represent more than 
one per cerit of thl3ir Gross ~ational Product (GNP). . . . . 

Motor-accidents Occur everywhere; even with the.best systems of traffic 
control'.:· However, a cornpariscin between·accident rates per vehicle will show 
that developing countries hold the worst record in this respect, in spite . 
of the £act that··the number of motor cars.- per capita ·of population in these 
countries is much smaller than -that of developed countries. · The reason 
for this situation is obvious. The increase in the rate of motorisation 
took plac~<without a c"rresponding:improvement of-potential road safety· 
of traf fiq ~ .codes, of t..raffic control, etc. 

An analysis of mofor acciden.t ra;,tes shows: tha. t·. these depend µiainly on 
two precise factors i.e.,, the number of motor :vehicles on tJ1e road, and the 
frequency of road ·accident per vehicle. If the· frequ_ency per vehicle :r_emains 
stable and- the number. pf vehicles per inhabitant increases, .. _the acoiden~ rate 
can 01:d.y 1·::tse, ·As 1 t is fib t. rea:11stic. or. even. i!esirable. und:'!ar "fiie' p'i:'esent ··· 
econ~mic and social conditions to lower the number ("I.Lvehicl~s on the roads, 
the probiem concerning the'number of accidents will remain. unsolved until 
the frequency of aocidents pe; vehicle is controlled or reduced through 
measures of loss'prevention or loss reduction. Clearly such target cannot 
be easily or immediately attained, thus we have to ~onsider motor accidents 
as inevitable happenings rather than fortuity, and as such a system to 
compenaa te victims e-ven partially ought to be set up to alleviate the suffering 
of the people and to make good their losses. · 
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Turning now to -motcir .. insurance after this short introduction, I must 
emphasize first that it is not the only remedy for motor accidents. Still, 
the loss or dc,jnage caused by the wronsful or negligent c:mduct of the driver 
is indemnified by the tort feasor- by:.~4-0a.-t;i-0n- of common law and tort rules. 
However, as the determination of responsibility for the accident and the 
amount of indemnity due are often·made by courts, and as the amounts of 
indemnity to be,paid to the victims are in many cases unpredictable, at first 
motor owners·sought motor insurance to protect themselves against the depletion 
of their assets through legal liability claims and the cost of defending law 
suits. This insurance does not alter or lessen in any way the responsibility 
of car owners or drivers for motor accidents. It only mitigates the financial 
consequences. La.ter on, the scope of motor insurance was extended.'to cover 
also own damage, fire, theft, glass breakage, etc. 

Yet, as motor insurance was initially an optional cover contracted ... 
between the insured and the insurer, third parties could not benefit dire:ctly. 
from motor insurance, because of the legal doctrine of privity of contracts 
under which only persons who are parties to the contract can derive benefit 
therefrom. . . .. 

With the increase of the number of motor cars on the r·oads and the 
consequent increase of motor accidents, it became socially and etonomically 
necessary to- ·make sure that in.nocent victims of motor a'.ccidents are indemnifieq. 
The State in-most countries stepped. in to protect such victims by making 
insurance· against tnird party bodily injuries compulsory. FE'iwer States 
extended ·this obligation to cover liability to third party for property da1I).ag~. 
As for Own I\9.mage and other· ·similar: risks, their cover remains optional 
practica1ly everywhere. · · · · · 

Being a business close_ly connected with public interest, motor insurance. 
has been since its inception.subject to many influences brought about by the 
vicissitudes of political, social and economic conditions, as well as by 
busines.s practices and expertise. The blending of favourable influences 
enhanced its rapid growth, but on the other hand some unfavourable cond:i,tions 
hampered its profitable operation and made it in some way a bitter pill for 
the insurers, an expensive cover for the insured, and a h€avy bureaucratic 
machinery for the victims who. ,rhave to be inq.emnified. 

A preface· to the ~scusssion of ·our subject cannot be complete without 
a reference to the impo:Hance of motor instu"ancc to all parties concerned: 

Naturally, tne,.:first interested in motor insurance is the motorist him
self. Not many car-owners a.re prepared to ri,sk pledging ·their assets to meet. 
third party claims. Also, few- oar owners are ready to risk the loss of or '· 
damage to their vehic_le e.§.Eecially when it ,is new, expen~~Y-~,. · qr diffioul t 

o rep ace. In this respect it is amazing to see how the attitude of car-' 
owners in developing countries· 'has evolved: · some years ago, it ·was u;.1usual 
for them to take out more than the compulsory insurance cover~ now they seek 
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the most comprehensive covers, because of tl:J.e steep increase in the pr:j.ces 
of motor _qars 1 the difficulties in olr',aining spare parts, the restrictions: .. · 
on the inipo;rt of vehicles 7 and the high customs duties. 

From ·the· standpoint of victims of motnr insurance and particularly· 
compulsory motor insurance is both usefiil and practical. Useful,. b:ecaufjle 
it ensures that the money is.always available for their compensatiqn, what-
ever- the 'financial position of the tort-feaso"r. Practical, because -it 

· . empowers them under certain conditions to enforce their j~dg~ments 'd.1rectly. 
against the insured, although they are not party to the insur·a~ce contra_;ct. 
Also· practical, because under compulsory insurance it is the general pr'a_;ctice 
that insurers are compelled to satisfy the judgements obtained against policy 
holders despite the possibilities that the insured may have crnnmitted some 
breaches of policy terms which wou,ld otherwise entitle ,those insurers to 
repudiate the claims made against them.. -

For insurance e-0r.1panies oo:tor· insurance is one of the uost i!nportant ·classes 
of business premium-wise. ·For developing countries in particular, where 
the ilisur8/nce activities are restricted because of the narrow base of: the 
modern economy or because of the lack of insurance awareness,.,,motor business 
normally ranks first or second as a source of premiums. The size of motor 
premiums compared with other classes -of business usually serves as an indicator 
of the s:l;age of development of the i1isurence :narket., The reports which you 
will present this week will show the importance of this _line of busines.s and 
reveal its dominant position within the insurer's portfolio. They will also 
proy:e that this importance increases with the stagnation -of the ma;rket I and · · 
decr·eases with its, development quantitativ9ly rind1·qn6.li t,itiv.9ly. · I sri.all 
reye;rf _to :this mat:ter later 7 when I expand my ideas on the importance of 
motor insurance for the insurance industry. 

· . Frein the standpoint of' insuran·ce interr1ediaries, who are the link 
between the publfti· and the insurers, motor insurance rep:resents the bulk of 
the ·business canvassed by' them. This is particularly true in respect of 
developing markets where motor insuran·ce is alr.10st the ,.µnique source of 
insurance commissions. 

Fi~Uy,' as motor insurance plays a major role in the compensation of 
victims who· susta~net bodily injuries and/or are obliged to :pepair t.he 
v.e.h,ii;;:;Les: ~maged by collision,. etc.,, the substantial amou.;1ts involved have 

··brought about th~ .developmerit of many professional 1,:1,otivities connected wi~h 
. ,•• it... Ther~. are the claim adjusters who investigate: the insured claims, the 

estimato;rs who .determine t.he a:mounts of.· property d.amage 7 the lawyers who · 
determine the responsibilities of the· part'ies and defend- th~ claimants and,. 
ill.8ute'iWli :J.9,;f;'-'ilil'll t;i:.1, Qe:wp:t1a. S.ivil:P-.l otheP pvofessions an<i speeialists. ~e 
also involved in the operation- of motor insurance such as doctors, mechanics 
whose .. services are required for estina,};ing and ren1edying losses. 
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Appraising motor insurance as a principal activity for insurance. 
companies in developing countries, it may be _relevant .t.:, state some fact,s 
which play a decisive role iri the life and performance of domestic insurers 
in these countries. As you know, motor insurance is an ever~r-day business. 
This means that it is written every day of the year, and in this respect it 
differs from other property and liabili t;-7 insurances which tend to be 
tai tte:U on certain dates.. The feet that motor premiums are cashed .every-•-•day 
pro.vid:es the insut'er with a flow 9f funds which is called "cash flown. This 
cash flow is very necessary because it enables the insurer to ·meet his norma,l 
obligations, obviating the necessity to keep ·his assets· in a state of liquidity. 
It also ,serves to finance his e:,..rpansion,. particularly into n~w fields of 
acti:v:ity. This explains why most insurers write extensively motor insurance 
even if the underwriting results are not favourable. 

Another feature distinguishing ~otor insurance from other lines of business 
in developing countries is that it enjoys enough exposure units or spread, to 
which the law of large numbers is applicable, and renders loss statistics 
highly credible. This often applies to individual companies, but in all cases 
to the market as a whole. The L-nplioation of such a spread, at least in 
theory·,· is that motor insurance can produce a balanced account, provided ·of 
course that the rating reflects claim ratios. 

A third feature of motor insurance is that its acquisition costs and. 
underwriting expenses are comparatively lower than other class0s of busines.s. 
This is principally due to the compulsory natur_e whic_h characte_rises its 
liability section. Thus commissions paid to inte_rmediaries are generally 
low.. Also, undert~i.tip.g expenses are minimal because m6st of the. indicators 
of physical and moral- hazards can be obtained froE1 the application form, and· 
seldom there is any need for inspecting mat.or risks for their classificcition 
~~~- . ,. 

A salient feature of r.iotor insurance is that it nor;::ially does not lend 
itself to proportional reinsurance. Only heavy claims require such type of 
reinsurance cover, called 11Exc.es-s of Loss 11 , under which the ceding company 
decides how much it is prepared to retain for tts account _on each and every 
loss before reinsurers become interested. The preraium for such type of-
reinsurance is calculated at a rate per cent or per mlle of the total premiur::1 
income of the motor account.. Thus, the major part of the prenium gene.rated 
by this branch remains fith the insurer, contrary to what happens in other 
lines of business. As ,there is a nargin of time between motor insurance 
receipts and disburseaents, the bulk of motor premiums becomes the main invest-
ment resource for the. insurers., The consitution of □ptor :funds for the 
reserve purposes, and the investment of these funds operate as a stabilizing fa.•tor 
for the insurer in his global activities, particularly if other premiu...11. 
resourccrs are insufficient. · · ~------.......__--------~-------------..... ,,._"~·-~ .,.,, 

· "I' should not overlook the fact th::t:t motor insurance, unlike other ciass·es 
of business, does not require for its underwriting a highly specialised know
how. It is sufficient for the staff working in this category of business to 
have firm underwriting guidelines, with sufficient classification and reason
a~le rating system. Only on the claim.side, extensive experience and resort 
to specialists is required in order to process claims in an adequate manner. 
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Because of the·. concurrence of these features, motor insurance by its 
volume, growth rate and nature of operation will rer.1ain for a considerable 
time to come the 1:1ain line of insurance business· in developing countries. 
Thus, ad.equate profits in l!JOtor bU$iness are vitally necessary if the e[lerging 
in~urance industry in these countri_es :i.sto develop and grow, and if the 
public is to continue to be provided 1-ri th ·a:n essential insurance cover. 

A second conclusion which can be drawn.froL'.l the above-mentioned con
siderations is that all the ingr.edionts of the successful running of motor 
instll'ance exist, nar.iely the large volu.rne of· premiums, the spread, the easiness 
of underwriting, the reduced reliance on reinsurance, and extended· possibilities 
of large scale investuent. 

You may re.member that I mentioned before the ,word .. "in· theoryH in respect 
of the prospects of balanced results for :notor insurari.ce. This is.:.because 
this category of business is involved in · issues ·much broader than the factors 
of spread, cost and reinsurance. In fact, motor insurance operates within a 
vast legal, economic and social framework in which the insurance sector.has a 
very' limited power to control or even to intervene. Take for instance the 
legal framework in which the motor insurance systems operate; As you know, 
motor,-insurance in its present for:n emerged 1;1ainly thanks to -the existing··· 
leg~- provisions which govern 1c1atters related to liability to.wards third 
parties. The approach to these legal provisions .change·s with tii:1e, the 
concepts and interpretations also chang0 even though the wording of the Law 
remains unchanged. For instance, we can clearly observe a trend prevailing 
in many countries to focus more and more attention on the plight of the victim 
and his compensation. Increased awards for victims of motor accidents mean 
increased disbursements by the insurance companies. 

Another element which the insurance industry has no control over is the 
degree of motor traffic and questions of safety, as well as the behaviour of 
drivers on the road, the physical environment of traffic, the degree of 
enforcement of traffic codes, etc. All these matters have direct bearing on 
the performance of motor insurance. The economic environment has also an 
impact on the running of 1:1otor insurance and its results. Insurance companies 
covering motor business are in fact huge purchasers of goods and services, 
such as cars, spare ~arts, labour, doctors' fees, medical and hospital expenses, 
rehabilitation servic,es and equipment, loss of wages, court awards, lawyers* 
fees, legal proceeding costs, etc. Thus the disbursements and expenses 
incurred by insurers in this field are affected by the economic conditions 
and particularly by inflation which is reflected in prices, salaries and 
money values. 

:n:trn:n:9', · thefe is the question of claim consciousness, which 'has a direct 
impact on the number and quantum of motor claims. Such consciousness is 
not a static factor, it changes with the degree of.education, social awareness, 
economic conditions, etc. 
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The interaction of the aforesaid factors has led to the ·worsening of 
the experience of motor business in -_;_::my developed and developing countries 
in varying degree$. Howcvor, unlike the insurance m~:rkets of developed 
co1µ1tries whose bulk of premiums derives evenly from all branches of insurance, 
the insurance markets of developing countries have been severely"hit by the 
deterioration of the results of motor insurance as the latt~reprt:lsents the 
major source of premiu.'!l income for ther:i. S0;11e companies experienced heavy 
losses and becaL2e insolvent, others stopped or restricted their writing of 
mot0r'insurance, in spite-of the compulsion to gi.ve cover for lia,bility. If 
the trend of deterioration· continues, ootor insurance could becom_e a· serious 
.thre.at to the emerging insurance industry in developing countr·ies .and would 
handicap its growth. 

All these probless, and others, have been brought to the notice of UNCTAD 
by several developing countries. This is why we thought of organizing this 
Seminar wi,th the objective of highlighting the probler,1s of motor insurance .in 
developing countries, em.:phasising the strengths and weaknesses of the present 
insurance system, and finally discussing ways and means of .improving the 
performance of this line of activity. One final word I r.mst say before I end 
my intervention, is that when we discuss the solutions to the 'problems of 
mdtor insurance we should not overlook or undermine the fact tii'.at motor 
insur.n!'s have in this field a social responsibility to the public. Thus, 
the success of any solution depends on a wise proportion of the fulfilment 
of such responsi_bility in an efficient and inexpensive manner, and the 
guar,antee of _a decent profit for the insurers in order to continue to pro,vide 
cover for motor risks. 


